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Editorial

Today I must ask the question that everyone’s
been thinking – strolling out of the Science Department – patterned into our thoughts a hundred times over: Why 1964?
I struggle at first as I toy with some other dates
– 1496? 4691? But for want not to prophecies
the future, or travel, with unequal sense of
mysticism, to the Age of Discovery, I settle on
questioning the prosperous year of 1964.

Categorically, I tell myself, the history Department might argue the answer lies in reminding us of the familiar Vietnam War, ’64 saw
congress pass the “Gulf of Tonkin Resolution” prompting Lynden Johnson’s pretext for full
blown American warfare against communists in Indochina. Another thought, though. Those
in favour of musical greats could be swayed to think on the birth of “Beatlemania” in the
United States, and the Rolling Stones’ debutant, following with quick succession. 1964, a
year in which the iconic figure of Marilyn Monroe still occupied the majority of male minds,
who developed their English egos, much like as we do, with a spot of James Bond – living
in the annum that introduced “Goldfinger” to the screens, they were the first to watch one
of the most successful films in history.
(Continues on Page 4)

I have taken a moment to step out
of the mechanically whirring, fluorescently dazzling, smoke-machine
obscured airlock of the smashing
new Mount Kelly school musical,
Return to the Forbidden Planet
(see Page 6)—and am presently
diving, equally gob-struck, into the
first edition of The Cloister. What
does this precisely mean? Why.
Indeed, in our busy school lives,
should we care? Well, a good part
of it means you—your views, your
ideas, your stories. As much as you
care about your opinions being
heard—the Cloister will be very
much yours. As a pupil driven effort,
it’s a superb opportunity for students
from the whole school community to
be heard, giving them a personalised voice on school life, events and
the issues of the wider world.
You’ll find a host of varied articles in
this issue—from Donald Trump, to
Ten Tors, to the significance of the
year 1964. the serious, the ridiculous—it’s all there, unabashedly
waiting to jump out of the page and
give you twenty minutes of your
time well spent.
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“WELL SUITED” ~FLORAL EXPERT. LESSONS TO BE MOVED TO MUSIC SCHOOL.
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Ten Tors, Devizes to Westminster, and
everything in between
The Ten tors Challenge and the Devizes to Westminster Canoe Race are among the trickiest challenges Mount Kelly
has to offer. Not only is it a test of endurance, mental capability and strength, but it’s also having the capability to
overcome boredom; a thing you eventually start to experience about half way through the year.

If you are feeling ambitious, you could do them both in one year when you reach lower sixth. From personal experience of doing this, I’d advise you to prepare to lose a lot of your weekends to both the Devizes to Westminster race
and Ten Tors: the training, especially for the former, is intense. By Easter term, every weekend is either one or the
other. That's either cramp in the lower half of the body from sitting in a boat for hours or foot blisters from hours of
walking.
They both take place in challenging environments, whether it's walking through thick bogs or self defence against the
local swans, but it's something you eventually get used to! However what I prefer about training for DW is you get
about 2 hours of extra sleep the night before training - whereas with ten tors, be ready for a ridiculously early wake
up! Nevertheless, early in the morning is alright for ten tors, as anyone can walk and put one foot in front of the other,
however when you're sitting on a K2 canoe, you will quickly realise how wobbly and off balance you are, being able
to stay in the boat is actually the hardest challenge during the first part of training. Prepare for a lot of swimming! You
will get the hang of it, though, by October half term (hopefully) so do not worry!
Don't be put off from what I've just mentioned, as I have also experienced a great deal of fun as well from my past
years of ten tors and the past months of DW; that's including snowball fights on Dartmoor, watching people crash and
capsize on the Exeter canal, and, most importantly, watching paddlers
capsize due to finding the resident spiders in their boat. In the calendar of
events still to come this year are visits to some great places like the Brecon Beacons and Westminster Bridge (the finish of the DW race). So this
is definitely an opportunity worth taking, I guarantee it is something you
don't want to miss out on!

By Harry Donnelly

TIRED OF THE LONG LUNCH QUEUES?

BUY YOUR EARLY LUNCH PASSES TODAY — entirely
reputable sources, guaranteed to work, Monday
Approach Darry Hunlop and Bill Wennett for details
to Friday.
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Donald
Trump
The Daily Telegraph website recently featured a quiz entitled, ‘Who said it: Donald Trump or Adolf Hitler?’ Amusing? Scary? Trump has risen to significant heights within
American politics, but as a man whose words can be
confused with the leader of the Nazis, should we be worried?
It would be unfair to label all of Trump’s quotes in the
same way, and certainly they are not all reminiscent of a
Nazi dictator. Here are some of my favourites:
On global warming: “ The concept of global warming
was created by and for the Chinese in order to make US
manufacturing non-competitive”
On his hard life: " My whole life really has been a 'no' and I fought through it... It has not been easy
for me... My father gave me a small loan of $1 million"
Perhaps Trump’s most divisive - and indeed scary - policies are those that fall within his stance on immigration. Trump has divided his immigration policy into three core principles, the first of which reads: ‘a nation without borders is not a nation’.
Following the Paris attacks in November, Trump called for “a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States”. Almost two-thirds of likely 2016 Republican voters agreed with Trump’s statement, while more than a third said it makes them more likely to vote for him. Although it is strongly argued
that this is a flawed proposal reflective of Trump’s religious bigotry, Trump’s most alarming proposals, such
as this one, clearly resonate with American voters. Comments like these lead me to conclude that Trump is
a buffoon, but as the polls show he is a buffoon who needs to be taken seriously.
Trump is currently campaigning to win the 2016 Republican Presidential Nomination, and is considered to
have a reasonable, though by no means definite, chance of winning and going on to stand for President.

By Will Bennett
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Perhaps the significance of 1964 is something a little more profound – more serious. The year in question had Nelson Mandela
deliver his famous “I am prepared to die” speech, whilst Roald
Dahl’s pen was on the paper for his novel, “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory”. There’s maybe a message there, as well. The accomplishments of the illustrious individuals of 1964 perpetuate
through to the hearts of our current society. We feel their effects.

More thoughts come to mind – more potential responses. As Mother Nature claimed the lives of 125 people in the “Great Alaskan
Earthquake”, the second most powerful quake ever to be known,
plans to build the World Trade Centre were being announced – a
project ending abruptly in 2001 with a death toll surpassing that
same fear-inducing “Great Alaskan Earthquake”, by a factor of 25.
I’ve led myself into another line of questioning - were we living as
the architects of 1964, perhaps with hindsight, we could build the
World Trade Centre differently. I laugh in spite of myself at that,
though, dismissing the point with the knowledge that terrorists
would have simply chosen an alternative location for their atrocities. So is this question, “Why 1964?” a reminder not “fear of the
unknown”: to take risks and excel in life. Indeed, if you do not take
risks, then what really is the point of existence?

“The accomplishments of the
illustrious individuals of 1964
perpetuate through to the
hearts of our current society”
The devastating effects of the Great Alaskan
Earthquake (above)

As an aside, I could scientifically argue the case that there is no point of existence, but that is beside the message of this article – seize the day, and make the
most of every year, for every year is as prosperous as 1964.

By Harry Dunlop

LUNCH QUEUE
EARLY PASSES—
Staff hoping to
quash developing
Black Market:

It has been revealed to The Cloister that the
Senior Leadership Team have hard statistical
data of a decisive spike in the use of Early
Lunch Passes over the Lent Term. Using all
disciplinary means at their disposal, investigative teams have been dispatched to root out a
probable black market organisation selling
cheap early lunch passes, thereby making profit
from bloated lunch queues.
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Mount Kelly’s International Community

Students from Mount Kelly come from
all over the world, from the United
States to Zimbabwe to China. Students have travelled far and wide to
come to a small town called Tavistock
to study at Mount Kelly. It is a school
which takes pride in its active curriculum and tight-knit community. This
closeness has helped considerably to integrate international students and has allowed many to forge friendships with
others from around the world. The understanding of different cultures in a modern society like ours, and Mount
Kelly’s recent history of successfully integrating its foreign students, have allowed our school to seamlessly accept a
high number of foreign students this academic year.
What makes Mount Kelly unique and how does it differ from schools in Hong Kong?
The school’s size is a huge difference in itself. In Hong Kong, getting from classes only used to take a matter of seconds – rarely minutes – as it used to only involve going to a classroom next door or going up a flight of stairs. At
Mount Kelly, my journey from Maths to History involves a 3 minute walk which has me struggling to open two door
knobs whilst putting in the wrong code multiple times until I finally realize I’ve entered it incorrectly. Additionally, instead of the same teachers with similar views and interests, Mount Kelly has a wide range of teachers who all have
different personalities; from the energy of the History department to the welcoming atmosphere of my Maths lessons,
there is no shortage of friendly teachers.
The students of Mount Kelly are truly a breath of fresh air. I have never met students who have such enthusiasm and
positivity throughout the school day. It is a heart-warming thing to see.
The positive impact on all students of being a school with international boarders cannot be overstated. My roommates and peers have often remarked that international students will always add a certain quality to boarding life that
you wouldn’t find elsewhere.
The effect of the international community is seen throughout Mount Kelly school life. With half the school year already behind us, much has been achieved. We’ve had our first three Chinese players for the Rugby first team, nine
international players in the football squad, our first squash team since the 1970s with two international boarders,
countless international swimmers and a basketball team comprised solely of international students. These things together make the future look bright for Mount Kelly and its international community.
~By Jonathan Leung

With the
eagerly
anticipated
Legacy
Swimming
Pool on the Mount Kelly College site, work continues on
the Prep School’s new outdoor swimming facility (pictured
right). Pupils from Year 6, who were interviewed by The
Cloister magazine, indicated their high hopes for the project.

Prep School Pool—
”Filling up well”

“It’s filling up well”, one student remarked, in light of a
recent surge in Tavistock’s characteristically rainy climate.
The new, bowl-shape open-air facility is to replace Herongate Rugby Pitch, and has attracted considerable debate.
Several pre school children have questioned the logic and
common-sense behind the project.
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Return to the Forbidden Planet—The
instantly popular school production.
All the world’s a stage - even outer space – and the men and women (and robots) not
merely players, but singers and dancers too…
On Tuesday, Star Date February 9th 2016, we were welcomed aboard the USS Albatross by Captain Tempest and his fearless crew as they battled monsters, heartache
and mind-expanding drugs in order to save the universe… and help Miranda get her
man.
The whole crew, including the talented live band, sang and danced their way through
classic rock’n’roll numbers as they gave advice to the lovelorn Cookie, learned the
truth about Gloria’s evil deeds and finally, ably assisted by his roller-skating creation
Ariel, managed to banish Dr Prospero’s monstrous ID.
A fast-paced, toe-tapper of a show: Mount Kelly’s production of ‘Return to the Forbidden Planet’ is a fantastic ride through some of Shakespeare’s best known lines, tied
together with a nod to ‘The Tempest’ and a whole host of infectious tunes – don’t miss
your flight!
Kindly and expertly written by Miss Telford
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Billy Allen, Editor
Co-editors: Will Bennett, Harry Dunlop
Valued Contributors: Jonathan Leung,
Harry Donnelly, Miss Telford

Calling all Journalists, Humorists, Artists,
Writers, Studyers, Sportsmen,
Musicians—or
anyone with a
story to share:
The Cloister Magazine
needs your valuable,
exciting contributions.
And getting involved is
really simple-write
about something you
enjoy or feel strongly
about, and get in touch
with Billy Allen, Will
Bennett or Harry Dunlop.

